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Ps3 update 4.85 error

My PS3 is super slim. So I just updated my PS3 4.85 and it worked well before I updated it. Nothing is displayed on the display after the update, but the power light on the PS3 turns green. I'm not sure if there's a problem with the update itself, but if you check 4.85, this system software update improves the quality of system performance.
What you've already done: Press and hold the power button in the Video/Display Reset settings (see On the Internet for display settings issues). It didn't work because I couldn't see anything in the first time. I tried HDMI to work with my PS4 and it still doesn't work. I tried my PS3 HDMI my PS4 and it's cable so it is. Disconnect all cables
and power and rest for a few minutes. It didn't work. Insert the disc and the CD drive looks like it is working, but it still doesn't show up. The controller is turned on using the PS3 and connected because the light on the controller is on the 1 player. Not sure if my PS3 is already bricked. Who experienced this after the update? What
suggestions are there except confirmation for a Sony service center or PS3 repair point? I appreciate it. Video Game Forum General Store Video Games GeneralForO Video Games Generally By UhcihaRyuu2Make 1 year / Answer: 1 / Reading: 1106 3DGames very good community. I recently went to upgrade ps3 to version 4.85. An
error occurs during installation. After documenting, you must format the disk and then install the operating system or firmware version via USB. I have already formatted the disk to stand out, but ps3 does not recognize my hard drive. That's probably because of the disk format, I've read, the format of the ps3 disk is specific to this one,
then... What programs can ps3 use to format disks in a way that recognizes them? Thanks for that. In general, there is one answer to the error ps3 8002f334 2019 in the video game forums. Last comment 1 year ago. jhh1305 13 Nov 2019 16:51 Help me with 242 messages from November 2012 in Chile Hello Community, I have a super
slim ps3 with official firmware 4.85 and I tried to install firmware hybrid 4.85.1 per USB and it reaches me 66% and gives me a data corrupt error (8002F99). With some help, I thank you for downloading HFW elsewhere, as a rule that the error is that the update file is corrupted. However, if you still throw errors after downloading from other
sites, your pen drive (always put it in the port closest to the reader, put it in the port on the right) may not be more than 8GB, but installing one of the 32GB sometimes causes problems. I send them a tip: it is best to format the USB with the Xbox 360 console if they have. So I I note that every time I switch to custom firmware 16 gb USB. It
is best to download hfw 4.85 from the ps3xploit page (you can find and download from that page and PC, obviously disable the rest) jhh1305 13 November 2019 19:36 Poisoning 242 message November 2012 Chilean djperes wrote: Download HFW elsewhere, its error is an update in principle. However, if you still throw errors after
downloading from other sites, your pen drive (always put it in the port closest to the reader, put it in the port on the right) may not be more than 8GB, but installing one of the 32GB sometimes causes problems. Dear I have already changed the file in one, pen drive and three different parts still the same error. @jhh1305 without an Internet
connection. Recovery mode. Preferably, if you have a hard drive, it should not be damaged. We recommend that you format your USB with your Xbox 360. I think I'm one of the few to use xbox 360 in format ;D @Eruil I've never failed myself that way, I also use HDD in the same way, but also for PS3 HDDs, even to recover HDDs that
don't work for the first time on a PC, people treat themselves @SSJLVegeta for USB fat is the best thing to take up 32 xbox. It leaves the ps3 and Xbox 360 compatible for both. What if... You Crazy SSJLVegeta 14 November 2019 09:42 * Saiyan 654 Messages from April 2019 Planet Vegeta Edited 1 hour. Last Minute: 14/11/2019 -
09:43:39 by SSJLVegeta. @Eruil actually some time ago, a colleague told me that I had bought an external HDD from NTSF, but your PS3 did not recognize it, the solution was to format it as an Xbox 360 because it left it on a cluster OF 32 KBFAT32, but I also do not know what kind of magic after working on FAT32 as he wants in NTFS
it has already reformed on the PC. frikione12 30 March 2020 04:06 Ruki 1 message from the sea I have a super slim ps3 and I get an error when I want to put fwr 4.85.1 8002f2c5 I do not have an xbox to format the memory.. I have fat 32 Doreavo 18 April 2020 18:39 Ruki 3 formatted memory on my PC from April 2020 2020 your help
and that's why I'm in the same hay and that's why I can't update online and by USB load 70 and I have error 8002f997 mode recovery exit error 8002f2c5 and I also can not remove hen PLIS-PLAS 18 April 2020 21:52 MegaAdicto!!! Since January 2011, 2,698 messages have been tried on different discs since the beginning, and posts are
not repeated or deleted. We take you convinced to check the md5 of hfw 4.86.1 right?bbd0ed644a2ef89d34ab3cc2c06d0d0d0d? Greetings 11 Home Forums &gt; Responds to PlayStation 3 Forums General PS3 Discussions &gt; Help and Support &gt; Discussions Blight_89, February 12, 2020. Tags: Home Forums &gt; PlayStation 3
Forums &gt; General PS3 Discussions &gt; Help and Support &gt; Sony Raging These Days. Make sure that all remaining PS3 and PSVITA OFW consoles around the world are patched. Obviously, this update does not affect home brewers. There have been regulatory changes in the EU regarding credit card payments. Because PS3
and Vita still have PSN access to purchase games, minor updates are required to comply with these changes. Nintendo only announced their update for the EU Wii you and 3DS, but maybe Sony announced changes in all regions. I made a terrible choice. I tried to download official 4.85 from CFWed PlayStation, but now I'm stuck in an
infinite download loop and can't do anything. We tried to reset the factory, but each time we tried the factory, the previous installation was cancelled. The system is about to reinstall. Do not turn off the system. The system restarts automatically when the installation is complete. And with 48% progress, an error occurred during the update
operation. (8002F334). Someone help! Page 2 my hybrid firmware ... Sadness. Why update to OFW? Just wait patiently 4.85 Rebug, he P.S. Don't worry, you will get 4.85 HFW soon, for sure! @The, just download 4.84 CFW again and reinstall it through recovery. You should still have access to recovery with the power button ... @The
Devil installs USB and new firmware to get hdd in PS3 format in different formats put back on NTFS or PS3. @astherion go to the recovery menu with the bootloop. The only good way to solve this problem is to format HDDs on earth as they do so?! So cfw 4.85 comes in a few hours??? So I basically updated and stopped at 99% and
gave me this error. I'm also stuck in a loop so I can't get into safe mode. It suggests that you disconnect the power for only a few minutes and let the update restart again; Of course, there is no luck. I took out the HDD and put it in the previous one I had and I was able to get into safe mode with that HDD but nothing worked. Cannot be
restored or updated from USB. I read there was another ppl 슷i happened but im really frustrated now. I found this guide and tried some of it, but I'm out of luck yet. situation worsened and my apartment can not do much since Messenger ganna Monday so ganna has maintenance on electricity this week. They left a note during the week
that it was going to be a power surge. If someone can point me in the right direction, I would appreciate, TY! Page 2 6 Comments Comments
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